
1927 Building Committee 

Purpose of the Committee 

The purpose of the Committee is to study the feasibility of alternative uses for the original 1927 building 
on Oviatt Street and to advise the superintendent in developing plans for the building that meet school 
district and community interests. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Notes from the organization meeting: June 27, 2018 

Materials and Information Needed for August Meeting:  
1) Need a list of people on the committee with contact information for notebooks  
2) MFP – Need the Site Map of the Middle School and Main Campus 
3) Send digital floor plans of the 1927 building to Greg Hannan to be copied and enlarged for committee 
members 
4) Need names of architects that specialize in renovating old school buildings for new purposes. 
5) Calendar created for the Committee, 3rd Wednesday of each month. (Location needs to be confirmed 
on School Dude.) 

Those in Attendance: 

Phil Leiter, Dave Zuro, Steve Marlow, Nicole Alverson, Greg Hannan, Jim Stifler, George Roth, James 
Field, Don Husat, Phil Herman, Sheryl Sheatzley. Not in attendance: Inga Walker, Matthew Susz, and Lori 
McCleese 

To be considered: Does the committee feel there is a need to expand or just bring in ad hoc committee 
members as needed? (TBD) 

Presentation: Phil Herman 

• During the MFP engagement meetings we learned that we needed to slow the process down 
and explore feedback about the 1927 building. 

• The District hired Westlake to do a feasibility study. They explored three different studies with 
overall cost estimates that were about the same: $10M in hard costs & $2M in soft costs. 

• This report was the basis for our decision to explore other alternatives for the building. 
• The entire Middle School building will be used through 2021 for students. 
• The Committee timeline for a recommendation is by 2021. 

Legal Requirements for the Disposal of School Property: 

• Sell to another government entity 
• Sell to charter school 
• Sell at auction 
• Districts can enter into long term leases with call back provisions 
• There is a need for the Committee to understand all the legalities 

 



Concluding Statements: 

• Before we can move to the demolition of the 1970s-1980s portion of the building, we have to be 
at a decision point. There will be costs associated with making the 1927 building an independent 
structure. 

• There is no consideration to move administrative offices to the building. (off the table) 
• What considerations are needed to provide federal and state tax credits for developers? (It will 

depend on the developer because they are the entity that files for the tax credits.) 

Committee Questions: 

• What about a Charter School? 
• What about talking to firms that specializes in old school buildings for conversion? 

Next Steps: 

• The Committee discussed options that are available for the sale of the property. School districts 
are legally limited in options. This is not the case with cities. A city can receive RFPs, sell a 
building, and give the money, minus costs, back to the schools. (confirmed as part of the Hudson 
Elementary process) 

• Squires – ask them about all legal options. 
• Clarify the historical tax credit process and city zoning. 
• Good plans may not mean immediate acceptance in the neighborhood. How do we keep 

neighbors informed? 
• Someone has to bring the project forward; it can’t just be ideas. The suggestion is that we work 

with developers directly. We need to bring in people who have experience. Maybe they can tell 
us what the constraints might be: people who do that for a living – restoring historical property. 

• Coon Restoration – walk-through Thursday 6/28 at 10:30 a.m. Coon did work on some of the 
WRA buildings. 

• The City is currently rewriting the land development code. The 1927 Building is in District 3, 
which is currently zoned for single family residential, government use, assisted living, senior 
housing, churches and schools. (Provided by Greg Hannan) 

• Does WRA have any interest? 

Other considerations: 

• Separate entrances, traffic, parking 
• Needs to be cost neutral to the school district 
• Whatever the plan becomes it has to be worthy of being close to children. 

Meetings: 

There will be no meeting in July. The decision was made to meet once a month. Any sub-committees can 
meet at their convenience. The meetings will be on the 3rd Wednesday of each month from 6:30 – 8:00 
p.m. Location to be determined.  

 

Minutes recorded by Sheryl Sheatzley 


